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SPECIFICATION



Made from corrosion resistant 76mm ArmourGuard® Steel

D-Panels offer additional weather protection Optional NOISE-EX® sound-absorbing panels

Unique STRIPFIX® system come in 2m strips, for easier covering and cost-effective repairs

CC SHELTER
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CC SHELTER SPECIFICATIONS

The CC Shelter is the ideal work & storage shelter for strength, durability and value.
Container Canopies are the perfect work and storage solution for any type of business, often used in 
agriculture for storing produce, machinery and animal feed; in construction and civil engineering to 
create temporary ‘dry’ work & storage spaces; transport/haulage companies to create dry loading areas; 
and across a general range of industries to create low-cost dry storage areas, especially for plant hire 
and grounds maintenance machinery.

Our unique STRIPFIX® system means that our covers come in 2m strips, allowing you to create a 
shelter of any length by positioning your containers end to end. STRIPFIX® also allows the cover to 
be more effectively tensioned, protecting against weather damage and creating a drum-skin tight finish. 
Individual strips allow cost-effective maintenance of your canopy and is easily repaired should damage 
occur.

ArmourGuard Steel Framework
The Container Canopy framework is produced from 76mm ArmourGuard® steel tube with a 2mm wall 
thickness. All tubular steel components are ArmourGuard® treated, both inside and out. ArmourGuard® 
is NP Structures’ high-endurance galvanising treatment, giving extraordinary levels of corrosion 
resistance. ArmourGuard® offers up to 20 times the corrosion resistance of traditional zinc galvanising 
thanks to the revolutionary combination of zinc, aluminium and magnesium. ArmourGuard® is designed 
not just to survive in the most hostile environments but also to offer extreme longevity. In exhaustive 
tests carried out by Rotech Laboratories, one of the UK’s leading test houses, ArmourGuard® endured 
the equivalent of 100 years’ exposure to the harshest elements without undue deterioration.
 
Heavy-Duty Covers
All covers are made from heavy-duty, 610gsm, PVC-coated fabric and are available in a range of 
colours. Our standard cover options are translucent, allowing optimal natural light into the shelter. 
Admiral Grey and Olive Green being extremely popular in urban and rural locations respectively. 
Our covers are 100% waterproof, flame retardant, and have anti-UV properties to prevent premature 
degradation.

Gable Ends and D-Panels
Container Canopies are available with gable end panels to create a more enclosed work & storage 
space. Our gable ends have internal tubular steel supports and a base rail, ensuring they withstand the 
rigours of the British climate. D-Panels (image 2) offer additional protection against weather. 
 
Planning Permission
As the name suggestions, the CC Shelter is ballasted onto steel shipping containers. As the structure is 
not permanently fastened to the ground, it is considered by most planning departments as a temporary 
structure. Meaning in most cases it does not require planning permission. We would always recommend 
checking with your local planning authority for details.

Logos
We offer the option of having your logo printed onto the cover of your Container Canopy. This gives you 
the opportunity to build your brand and advertise your products on a large canvas. 

NOISE-EX® Sound-Absorbing Panels
Our NOISE-EX® panels are extremely effective in reducing site noise, this allows prolonged working 
hours and fewer noise complaints. Please call 01282 873120 for a quote.
 
Installation Service
Full, nationwide installation service available – please ask for a quote.

Made from corrosion resistant 76mm ArmourGuard® Steel



CC SHELTER DIMENSIONS



CC SHELTER DIMENSIONS

Width (A) Overall Height (B) Canopy Height Available Height Snow Load Wind Load

10m 5.8m 3.2m 5.6m 300N 140N

12m 6.4m 3.8m 6.2m 420N 170N

14m 7.0m 4.4m 6.8m 650N 260N

CC SHELTER DIMENSIONS
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12m CC Shelter with rear closed gable.

MAIN CANOPY MAIN CANOPY 
WITH D-PANEL

MAIN CANOPY
WITH REAR CLOSED GABLE

Heights given are for a standard-sized shipping container. For Hi-Cube containers please add 0.3m.
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